
Kids Play Safe -   
     Geofenced Scooter

-Engineering Fair Project



Problem
What I am trying to solve

Children always want to play outside the house, but they cannot go alone. They 
need their parents to go on the street and be with them the entire time when 
they are outside their house and parents need to ensure the children stay close 
to the house so,  they do not get lost.  However, parents are busy, they need to 
do stuff and do not have the time they need to spend time outside the house 
watching their children.  This is restricting the children from playing outside and 
they cannot play outside with the neighbors often.  I am going to make a 
solution to this by letting the children  play outside more safer without the 
presence of their parents being outside the house.



Research

● Need something to make a virtual fence (Geofence) outside the house so 
that the kids cannot go beyond this virtual fence

● Need something to inform or alarm the parents when their children cross 
the virtual fence

● Need something to let the children know that they are crossing the virtual 
fence so that they will not go beyond

● To achieve all this we need some virtual connectivity between the kid or the 
things they are playing with to their parents all the time and also it can 
measure the distance between them and sets alarm for both if the 
connectivity breaks or distance between them goes beyond certain limits

● Researched the market for anything readily available which resolves this 
problem but did not find any.



Prototypes:
Option 1: adding a gps tracker faced no problems except being damaged or 
being found out

Option 2: a bluetooth speaker could cause a lot of bad community feedback 
because sound disturbs people

Option 3: putting a light on the scooter could interfere with normal things 
because community does not light either

Option 4:a camera could not really work a cheap price especially when it is 
bluetooth 

Option 5:cannot survive nukes

Option 6: there is not a lot of string and what the string can hold to is the string 
actually that strong and what if the string causes a scooter accident?  

Decision:

Option one sounded the most reasonable ,cheap,and not community 
disturbing (besides it only cost $30)and ,B solved the problem of getting 
damaged or found out 



Prototypes: What Each Does 
With scooter specifically

1. We could get a tracker and install on their vehicle

A. Tape it on to the under side

B. Put it in some of the framework and seal it

2. We could get a loud bluetooth speaker and put on the part where it can be heard the most

A. Tape it on the pole that leads to the handles 

B.If speaker is small seal it in the framework (although this lowers sound capabilities)

3. Put a seriously bright light on it

 A. Put it everywhere that it stands out

B.Put it where it faces directly up

4. Add a camera so parents can get live footage

A.Put it on the pole

5. (no consideration these ideas)

A.Babysitter

B.Do not let kid go outside

6. Do a string that can connect needed distance



Materials

● Bluetooth tracker with 100m range of connectivity 
and a speaker which alarms when it loses 
connection to the device it is connected to

● A phone 
● An app which alarms when a bluetooth device got 

disconnected
● A Scooter
● Materials like tape, glue, etc., to install the bluetooth 

tracker to the scooter



Design (with Pictures)

1. Our materials: 

          bluetooth tracker

Scooter



Building and Testing 
Prototypes

1. Installed bluetooth tracker on the scooter
2. Tested the installation with flipping the scooter upside down and doing some shake and it passes 

the test
3. Connected the bluetooth tracker to the phone 



Photos

Scooter turned over - Shake test to see if the 
bluetooth is secure,

Bluetooth is connected to the phone and it 
flashed and makes sounds when  scooter 
was out of range.



Results and Data: What did I see?
Data Table

The bluetooth tracker and phone began alarming once I crossed 100m distance between them.  I crashed into a trash 
can too which it still worked and I deliberately went on bumpy terrain, I crashed into stuff and started going totally 
jumped off it and still did not get destroyed so it was very good. My partner also reported that his phone was flashing 
and ringing when I was getting away beyond 100m.

This was also really easy to create because it was our goal to be accessible  to thousands of watching 
people so the main thing was accomplished in the first try.



Results and Data: What did I see?
Graph

I tried going away from the house for 3 times and 
every time the tracker alarmed me as well as my 
partner’s phone.



Limitations and Implications

Limitations

The tracker only had a limited 
radius of 100m so the scooter 
cannot be taken more than 
that. Kids may want to go 
beyond 100m. 

Implications 

The tracker was Bluetooth so it 
was sort of cheap ($30). Need 
to make sure the tracker is 
connected to phone before 
letting the kid go outside.



Conclusion

The thing worked and was very easy to build and still 
that was our goal so in my words this project was a 
success. This experiment was also some 35 dollars 
without the scooter. So the parent can install the 
bluetooth tracker to their kids scooter/bike and let 
them play outside and they can stay inside house 
peacefully doing their work. The Kids Play Safe - 
Geofenced Scooter will ensure the kid is safe outside 
enjoying with the neighbors .



Resources

Google Play http://play.google.com/store?hl=en_US&ql=US 

Cube, 
https://www.amazon.com/Cube-Tracker-Replaceable-Battery-Locator/dp/B07HFMZXR4

Jetson Jupiter,on https://www.target.com/


